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Validation of virtual reality simulators: Key to the successful
integration of a novel teaching technology into minimal access surgery

MARLIES P. SCHIJVEN1 & JACK J. JAKIMOWICZ2

1Department of Surgery, IJsselland Hospital, Capelle a/d IJssel, The Netherlands, and 2Department of Surgery, Catharina

Hospital, Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Abstract
Minimal access surgery (MAS) requires additional training in the surgical curriculum, as skills needed to perform MAS are
quite different from those used in open surgery. Moreover, residents do not seem to experience ample opportunity to gain
such skills in the current surgical curriculum. Virtual reality (VR) simulation offers an interesting opportunity to train such
skills in a safe, supporting environment. As with any new development, one should be careful about integrating costly
technology into practice before it has been properly validated.
This article outlines the requirements for a valid and integrated approach towards the integration of novel VR simulation
systems in minimal access surgery.
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Introduction

Numerous surgical procedures across a broad spec-

trum of clinical specialties have become adapted to

minimal access surgery (MAS). Probably the best

example is laparoscopic cholecystectomy, the proce-

dure of choice over its open counterpart. In the early

phase of a surgeon performing MAS, there is little

transfer of skills that builds on techniques learned

earlier on in performing open surgery. Skills needed

to perform MAS tend to be quite different in nature

from those needed for open surgery, which are neither

appropriate nor adequate for use in performing MAS

(1). Acquiring laparoscopic skills thus involves initial

learning and further refinement of both cognitive and

psychomotor skills different in character from those

needed for conventional, open surgery (2).

Specific MAS skills training is, therefore, a

necessity when learning to perform MAS procedures

adequately. However, studies have shown training in

MAS often to be inadequate (3,4). Not surprisingly,

multiple, nation-wide surveys report that surgical

residents estimate themselves to be incapable of

performing advanced surgical laparoscopic proce-

dures upon completion of formal training (5–9).

More specifically, there is a reported lack of volume

in advanced laparoscopic procedures, and also a lack

of opportunity for being the first operating surgeon.

Therefore, in the current surgical traineeship there

are multiple obstacles evidently preventing residents

from acquiring proficiency in MAS.

Virtual reality training in minimal access

surgery, will it work?

Usually, MAS skills training programs feature

inanimate training models, e.g. box trainers.

Although suited for training psychomotor abilities,

they do not offer opportunity for procedural train-

ing, nor for objective feedback. Animate training

models, e.g. porcine models, provide a genuine

tissue model, but are costly, require a specific

infrastructure and are usually not regularly available

to the trainee.

Virtual reality (VR) simulation is a relatively new

development in the MAS surgical skills training

department. These simulators provide a promising

asset in constructing a validated skills training

program. VR MAS simulation provides not only

real-time graphics, repetitive scenery, multiple ana-

tomically different patient scenarios and optional

force-feedback in tissue handling, but also offers the

possibility of objective assessment and the construc-

tion of individual learning curves.

First reports concerning the use of VR simulation

settings in MAS training have been published in

literature, and outcomes of both basic psychomotor
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skills training as well as procedural skills training are

promising (10–14).

Nevertheless, as with any new technology applied

to health care, VR simulators should be properly

validated before they can legitimately stake credi bility

from the profession, and even more so, before they are

used to train and/or select residents. Derossis,

Taffinder and authors were among the first to

highlight the importance of validation research in

this new area of surgical training (14–16).

Now what is considered to be a valid VR

simulator? A valid VR simulator must be able to

mimic visual-spatial ability and real-time character-

istics of the procedure simulated, and preferably

provide realistic haptic feedback.Moreover, it

must be able to evaluate the performance of the

procedure objectively, based on a sound scoring

system. Such a scoring system can only be proper

when it is constructed, approved and revised by

renowned performers of the surgical procedure in

question.

The process of validation

Basically, the concept of validity addresses the

question: Do we measure what we intend to measure

(17)? Thus, valid innovations are innovations with

low non-random (systematic) errors. The establish-

ment of validity concerning an innovation, such as a

virtual reality surgical simulator, reflects a process

that is characterized by multiple steps – as there are

multiple aspects to the concept of validity. A

simulator should successfully pass all these steps in

order to become both a reliable skills trainer and

predictor of performance (18,19).

The assessment of any MAS VR system should

therefore be able to demonstrate validity on different

levels, and have the results in public press to account

for it.

First, the level of content validity should be

examined. Content validity refers to the degree of

empirical foundation of the VR system, based on

a theoretical construct. In practice: To what

extent does the system cover the subject matter of

a real activity? Does a VR simulator designed to

develop true psychomotor abilities in fact also

measure true psychomotor abilities, and is its assess-

ment not blurred by a trainees anatomical knowl-

edge, for instance? Proper evaluation of both the

VR setting and underlying scoring system by the

surgical community is, therefore, indispensable.

Consensus in peer-reviewed literature concerning

the system’s outcome parameters, combined with

consensus using focus-group meetings is crucial in

this phase.

The concept of content validity should therefore

be scrutinized early on in the development of VR

simulators.

The most basic empirical level is of validity is that

of face validity. Face validity refers to the degree of

resemblance between a concept (VR simulation) and

the actual construct (surgical procedure). This type

of validity should not be assessed without attention

to the opinion of both experts (the ones who buy it,

e.g. surgeons, medical educators) and referents (the

ones who use it, e.g. surgical trainees). Both groups

should have a positive opinion of the innovation in

order for a simulator to become a marketable

concept.

Construct validity refers to the degree to which a

simulator can distinguish between different levels of

experience with the procedure of study. In practise,

it is often based on the presence of a logical

difference in outcome of experts and novices of the

procedure on the simulator (e.g. expert surgeons

scores are higher on a certain task than novices

scores are). Although construct validity is often

regarded as the central theme in validation studies, it

only shows a contrast among levels of expertise with

the procedure (20). Unlike content validity, it does

not fully explain the underlying theoretical con-

struct. Therefore, one should not focus solely on this

parameter.

The most powerful evidence is gained through the

test of concurrent or predictive validity, which

refers to the degree of concordance of independent -

paired- test outcomes between study results, using a

concept instrument (VR simulator) and the study

results on an established instrument, that is believed

to measure the same theoretical construct. When

referring to the degree of concordance of a concept

instruments outcome and operation room perfor-

mance, the term predictive validity is regularly used

VR simulation systems have recently proven to be a

valuable asset in the surgical training curriculum

(12,13,21). They are able to enhance MAS profi-

ciency even above the level that is achieved regular

surgical (non-VR) training (22). It must be stressed,

however, that skills derived by VR training will only

sustain when regularly applied in the clinical profes-

sion. As with any form of training, extinction is bound

to occur when newly achieved skills are not used.

A surgical curriculum designed to incorporate VR

training in the early phase of residents engagement

in clinical MAS surgery is probably most efficient.

Discussion

Now what is important when choosing a VR surgical

simulator? At the moment, there are multiple
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systems on the market, each featuring its own

particular simulation and assessment. It is to be

expected that an ever larger variety of systems and

simulations will become rapidly available, as devel-

opments in VR simulation are evolving faster

resulting form exponential growth in VR technology

(23). Authors feel VR simulators should ideally be

incorporated in a skills laboratory and/or training

course in order to achieve maximal benefits both for

the trainee and the training institute. In such a

context, maximum opportunities for curriculum

integration and evaluation are available.

Ideally, in a skills laboratory there is a place for

(less expensive) VR systems focussing on training

psychomotor skill and part-task surgical practice, as

well as for the more advanced full procedural (force

feedback enabled) VR systems. Authors favour such

an integrated, step-wise approach. Indeed, by start-

ing VR training within a more abstract (e.g. non-

anatomical) environment, the trainees focus will be

more on the psychomotor skills acquiring profi-

ciency in movements. Later on, an integration of

surgical knowledge and psychomotor skill can be

further developed and refined using full procedural

simulation tasks. An open VR platform, featuring

multiple VR software simulations, with the possibi-

lity to have force-feedback in the system, is probably

most versatile. Also, one is less likely to get stuck due

to hard- and software ware limitations in the future.

The recently established EAES Work Group for

evaluation and implementation of simulators and

skills training programmes has taken up the task of

evaluating studies concerning the application of VR

surgical simulation systems, and to provide trans-

parent consensus guidelines for both VR developers

and the surgical community.

The guidelines of this workgroup are available

through the EAES secretary (Veldhoven, the

Netherlands) and will soon appear in the society’s

journal ‘Surgical Endoscopy’.
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